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Abstract: Super multi‑view (SMV) display is a promising 3D display technology; however, potential
frame loss due to bandwidth‑limited video transmission could cause discomfort to viewers. Thus, an
evaluation of the acceptable viewing experience will be valuable. This study investigates the effects
of frame loss on visual fatigue in SMV display, focusing on quantified frame loss rates and varying
frame lossmodes. Experiments were conductedwith 20 subjects, utilizing the Stroop test through an
SMV display system to evaluate the visual fatigue under different frame loss conditions. The results
show a rise in visual fatigue as the frame loss rate increases, with two critical thresholds identified.
A 4% frame loss rate marks the threshold for significant loss‑induced differences, beyond which vi‑
sual fatigue begins to become significant in loss‑induced modes compared to the normal loss‑free
mode. Subsequently, a 10% frame loss rate marks the threshold for significant mode‑dependent dif‑
ferences, beyond which variations appear between different loss‑induced modes, with monocular
mode inducing more visual fatigue than binocular and dual‑view more than single‑view. Conse‑
quently, the findings advocate for refining the 3D video processing to maintain a frame loss rate
below 4% for negligible effect and considering the interactions between different views for less vi‑
sual fatigue. This research aims to provide insights and guidance for addressing potential challenges
in developing and applying SMV display technology.

Keywords: super multi‑view display; frame loss; visual fatigue; Stroop test

1. Introduction
Super multi‑view (SMV) 3D display technology [1,2] is one of the leading solutions to

the vergence–accommodation conflict (VAC) [3,4], which is a common cause of visual fa‑
tigue in traditional 3D displays. It achieves this by utilizing densely arranged viewpoints
around the pupil, creating a natural vision‑like defocus blurring effect, thus allowing for
monocular focusing [5,6]. However, while maintaining the resolution and refresh rate of
each viewpoint image, increasing the number of viewpoints poses a significant challenge
of exponential growth in video data volume, which makes it more susceptible to packet
losses. And packet losses of compressed video during bandwidth‑limited transmission in
networks can cause whole‑frame losses [7,8], resulting in the receiver’s failure to correctly
decode and display specific images of certain viewpoints. For instance, the high‑refresh‑
rate (up to 360 Hz and even 480 Hz) and high resolution (4 K and even 8 K) video displays
already available on themarket intensify the bandwidth demands for SMV 3D video trans‑
mission and elevate the risk of frame loss, posing an urgent issue to assess. Such frame loss
significantly degrades the video quality and can cause viewer discomfort, such as visual
fatigue, resulting in an unacceptable 3D viewing experience. This issue may hinder the
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technology’s application; however, related evaluation remains unexplored. Therefore, in‑
vestigating the effects of frame loss on visual fatigue within SMV 3D displays is of great
significance for its development and application, especially with a growing refresh rate
and resolution.

Research on the viewing experience of 3D displays has extensively explored both as‑
pects of visual fatigue and video data loss, providing valuable insights. In the aspect of vi‑
sual fatigue, Hoffman [9] examined how focusing cues affect perceptual distortion, fusion,
and visual fatigue. Similarly, Kim [10] studied the rate of change of VAC on discomfort.
Researchers also employ multiple techniques like eye‑tracking [11], ECG, and EOG [12] to
record subjects’ responses and visual fatigue when they were watching 3D video. For the
practical measurement of VAC, Byoungho Lee’s group employed lens arrays and elemen‑
tal images to measure the accommodative response [13] and further utilized an optometric
device to objectively evaluate accommodative responses while viewing a real object and in‑
tegral imaging [14]. Yasuhiro Takaki [15] utilized a binocular open‑view Shack–Hartmann
wavefront sensor to measure vergence and accommodative responses and concluded that
SMV displays reduced VAC. However, existing research on visual fatigue primarily fo‑
cuses on VAC issues, while studies exploring VAC‑free 3D technologies, such as SMV dis‑
plays and associated new challenges, are still limited.

Cognitive fatigue is crucial for evaluating 3D visual fatigue [16,17], as it originates
from cognitive processing decline, a primary factor in visual fatigue. Typically, cognitive
fatigue arises from intense focusing, depleting neural resources. Hence, understanding
3D visual fatigue necessitates a focus on cognitive fatigue. Study [18] used the oddball
paradigm, a commonly used task for cognitive and attention measurement, to evaluate
the impacts of passive polarized stereoscopic 3D displays on visual and mental fatigue.
Additionally, in study [19], the pupil size change method, which is affected by cognitive
load, was utilized to be an indicator for 3D cognitive fatigue. Furthermore, the Stroop
test [20–22], known as a gold‑standard test for assessing cognitive function, focuses on
sustained attention and response inhibition with exclusively visual stimuli requiring cog‑
nitive load. This makes the Stroop test central to our study for effectively evaluating visual
fatigue induced by frame loss.

Research has also delved into the video’s quality of experience (QoE) under conditions
of video data loss [23,24], but the main focus has been on the 2D video domain, while 3D
videos face even more challenges on bandwidth‑limited channels. Hasan’s research [25]
provides valuable insights into the effects of data loss on the QoE of 3D video. Employing
subjective evaluations, it studies data loss in both views versus in a single view, alongwith
high and low loss rates. However, to establish a practical standard addressing the frame
loss in real‑world conditions, thorough quantitative research is required, and thus, it is
necessary to adopt a comprehensive testing method to estimate viewers’ visual fatigue. In
addition, the SMV display presents more complexity with multiple viewpoints, elevating
the importance of understanding the different effects of varying frame loss modes.

This study investigates the relationship between frame loss and visual fatigue with
quantified frame loss rates and different frame loss modes. The Stroop test is used to eval‑
uate visual fatigue, covering a thorough set of frame loss conditions. The results are in‑
tended to offer perspectives for overcoming potential problems in advancing and deploy‑
ing SMV 3D display technology.

The study is structured as follows: Section 2 delineates the adopted experimental
materials and methods based on the SMV 3D display system and the Stroop test. Section 3
employs statistical methods to reveal the core results of the Stroop test and analyze their
interpretation for visual fatigue. A general discussion steered by the results is presented
in Section 4.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Experiment Device

This study’s SMV display system [5] comprises two essential components: a display
screen showcasing parallax images and near‑eye time‑multiplexed apertures consisting of
liquid crystal strip‑type shutter arrays. These apertures are organized horizontally at inter‑
vals smaller than the diameter of a human pupil, effectively directing different viewpoints’
parallax images to distinct locations in the pupil. The apertures possess time‑multiplexed
attributes, synchronizing with the refresh rate of the display screen. Once the computer’s
video output timing is configured, the video playback software starts to stream the video
data at a consistent frame rate. The video data is generally buffered, processed, and re‑
layed to the display screen by a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) development
board. Concurrently, the FPGA development board generates the control signals, ensur‑
ing synchronization between the apertures’ opening and the corresponding video images
refresh on the display screen.

Figure 1 demonstrates four viewpoints of the 3D displayed scene with a video fresh
rate of 1/∆t: VL1 and VL2 for the left eye, VR1 and VR2 for the right eye. Each viewpoint
is associated with a timing‑aperture controlled by synchronization signals. Four timing‑
apertures AL1, AR1, AL2, and AR2 are turned on sequentially with a time interval of ∆t/4,
providing four view zones for two eyes. During each time interval, a perspective view
converging to a viewpoint on this turned‑on aperture is refreshed by the display screen
synchronously. For the short time interval, the viewer feels the four light rays reach two
pupils almost at the same time. Due to vision persistence, two rays merge into a single vir‑
tual light spot on the left eye’s retina, allowing for single‑eye accommodation adjustment,
a similar process in the right eye. Alongwith all spots, they collectively create the entire 3D
displayed scene. However, when the focus shifts to a plane of different depths, such as the
screen surface, the light rays for point P diverge on the retina, resulting in a defocusing blur
effect. This effect prompts the automatic ocular response in the human eye, synchronizing
accommodation distance with vergence distance and effectively rectifying VAC.
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signals for the four apertures and uploads video data to the display screen. In the figure, ‘P’ on the
‘Display screen’ stands for pixel, ‘V’ for viewpoint, and ‘A’ for aperture. The subscript ‘R’ denotes
the right eye, while ‘L’ denotes the left eye; the numbers ‘1′ and ‘2′ indicate the two different views

for each eye. With the displayed point P as an example, two light rays,
−−−−−→
PL1VL1 and

−−−−−→
PL2VL2 , which

emit from the two pixels PL1 and PL2 on the display screen, reach the left eye via apertures AL1 and
AL2 respectively. These two light rays correspond to the left eye’s two distinct perspectives of 3D
displayed point P, denoted by viewpoints VL1 and VL2. A similar process occurs in the right eye; the

two light rays
−−−−−→
PR1VR1 and

−−−−−→
PR2VR2 create the two viewpoints VR1 and VR2. The synchronization

signals control the four apertures, ensuring that each aperture opens sequentially during a time pe‑
riod of ∆t/4, while the other three apertures remain closed. These four light rays are sequentially
perceived by two eyes within a given time interval ∆t/4, facilitating the complete perception of the
3D displayed point P.

2.2. Frame Loss Setting
In our experiments, the actual manifestation of frame loss is represented by the in‑

sertion of black frames. We artificially created this effect by substituting normal frames
with black images in the sequence of views during playback, thus simulating the experi‑
ence of frame loss in the video. In the context of a four‑viewpoint SMV display system,
there are generally four frame loss‑induced modes based on whether there is frame loss
in each viewpoint: (1) monocular single‑view mode, (2) monocular double‑view mode,
(3) binocular single‑view mode, and (4) binocular double‑view mode. Figure 2 illustrates
these modes with a check mark (

√
) representing no frame loss in this view and a cross

(×) representing the presence of frame loss. In this paper, these modes will be referred to
as “v1”, “v2”, “v3” and “v4”, with “v0” denoting the baseline mode of no frame loss in
all views.
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Figure 2. Four frame loss‑induced modes: (a) monocular single‑view (v1), (b) monocular double‑
view (v2), (c) binocular single‑view (v3), and (d) binocular double‑view (v4). A check mark (

√
)

representing no frame loss in this view and a cross (×) representing the presence of frame loss.

Nine distinct frame loss rates were investigated for the effects on the visual fatigue:
3%, 4%, 5%, 7.5%, 10%, 12.5%, 15%, 17.5%, and 20%. Frame loss rates are calculated by the
ratio of the number of lost frames to the number of total frames in all four views over a
specific time, as listed in Equation (1):

Rloss =

(
Nloss
Ntotal

)
× 100% (1)

where Rloss is the frame loss rate, Nloss is the number of lost frames and Ntotal is the number
of total frames. Under a specific frame loss‑induced mode and frame loss rate, the lost
frames are randomly anduniformly distributed across the four views. This setup simulates
conditions where bandwidth limitations are either concentrated in a single video channel
or uniformly separated across multiple video channels.

2.3. Stroop Test and Experiment Objects
The Stroop test can be conducted by comparing the results of two distinct tasks. One

is the Reading Task, where the subject has to read aloud characters that denote colors (such
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as ‘red’, ‘blue’, ‘green’, and ‘yellow’) printed in a uniform color. The other is the Interfer‑
ence Task, where the subject has to identify the color of the print of the characters while
the characters represent different colors semantically. For example, when facing a charac‑
ter ‘red’ printed in yellow, the subject is expected to read aloud ‘yellow’ instead of ‘red’.
Variations in the subject’s performance between the reading task and the interference task
provide crucial insights into their visual processing condition. The intricate depth cues in
3D display require significant cognitive effort, and frame loss may intensify this cognitive
load, leading to longer response time and poorer accuracy in the Stroop tasks, which offers
a sensitive and reliable measurement of visual fatigue induced by frame loss.

The experiment setup is depicted in Figure 3a. Autodesk 3ds Maxis used to create
each viewpoint’s image of the 3D test object, as shown in Figure 3b. The image consists of a
matrix of Chinese characters (红,黄,蓝, and绿, which correspond to the colors red, yellow,
blue, and green, respectively) arranged randomly in 8 columns and 10 rows. In order
to create varying depth perceptions to facilitate better focus among subjects and smooth
test progression without losing track of lines during reading, the characters are positioned
and sized at distinct distances from the virtual camera in 3Dmax, as depicted in Figure 3c:
those in odd and even rows stand 35 cm and 40 cm outside of the screen, respectively, and
the object was watched from 1 m away from the screen. Despite the depth variations, the
display size of all characters is consistent on the screen. This configuration requires subjects
to adjust their focus to discern characters at different depths, enhancing depth perception
and enabling concentration on reading each line. Ten unique test sets were generated and
randomly selected for each test session tominimize familiarity biases. Calibration ensured
that the color was distributed uniformly and without repetition in sequence, with each
character and color appearing twice per row. Importantly, the characters never appear
in the colors that they semantically indicate, instead in the three alternative colors with
equal frequency.
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scene, (b) the content and arrangement of the character matrix display on the screen, and (c) the
depth variation setup for odd rows and even rows.

2.4. Subjects and Display Device
In the experiment, 20 subjects from 20 to 24 years old (mean age 21.74 ± 1.01 years;

16 males and 4 females) are selected. Every subject achieves a visual acuity of at least 1.0
with/without glasses. Using the randomdot chart, all subjects demonstrated a stereoscopic
acuity better than 40 arcsecs and successfully fused with the 3D displayed scene in subse‑
quent trials. Color vision tests confirmed that no subjects suffer from achromatopsia. The
pupillary distance of every subject is measured, averaging 64.79± 1.36 mm, for the adjust‑
ment of the distance between the left and right eye’s virtual cameras in 3Dmax to ensure
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each subject can perceive the same disparity and reduce visual discrepancies, which leads
to the variance in visual fatigue.

The display device is a 27‑inch monitor (LG 27GK750F) with a 1920× 1080 resolution
and supports a refresh rate of up to 240 Hz. The video stream was set at a 1080× 720 reso‑
lution with a 120 Hz refresh rate, considering the processing and transmitting capability of
the FPGA development board. The monitor operates at a 120 Hz frame rate, sequentially
displaying images of four different viewpoints. These images are projected to various ar‑
eas of the pupil in synchronization with the opening of the corresponding liquid crystal
apertures. Consequently, employing time‑division multiplexing, the refresh rate for each
viewpoint on the pupil is 30 Hz. Additionally, the horizontal interval of the liquid crys‑
tal apertures is 1.8 mm, and the video playback software KODI can consistently output
high‑frame‑rate video.

2.5. Procedure and Testing
As shown in Figure 4a, the subjects were seated upright in front of the experimen‑

tal table, directly facing the near‑eye time‑multiplexed apertures connected to the FPGA
development board. The screen displaying a 3D scene was positioned one meter away
from the apertures. Before the subjects watched the Stroop test objects, the apertures in‑
terval was adjusted to ensure optimal alignment with their eyes, which was crucial for
viewpoint intensity homogeneity. Subsequently, the subjects positioned their eyes near
the apertures, maintained the position fixed, and then began to watch the 3D Stroop test
objects displayed on the screen.
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Figure 4. (a) The experimental environment setup and (b) the experimental procedure flowchart.

As shown in Figure 4b, after a frame loss rate was uploaded to the SMV system,
frame loss‑free mode v0 was designated as the benchmark, and four associated frame loss‑
induced modes (v1, v2, v3, and v4) were organized randomly. Under the organized frame
loss rate and frame loss mode, the Reading Task was initiated, succeeded by the Inter‑
ference Task. The subjects were asked to complete the task as quickly as possible while
maintaining consistent effort throughout. A 30 s closing eye rest was arranged after each
task to alleviate visual fatigue. To negate the effects of familiarity, the order of frame loss
rates andmodes was randomized for all subjects. Subjects were advised to rest adequately
before the experiment.

As a previous study [20] has mentioned, disparities in the completion time of the two
tasks are pivotal in evaluating the Stroop test’s interference impact. Using Equation (2), the
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Stroop interference effect (SIE) is determined as the completion time differential between
the interference and reading tasks [22]:

SIE = Ti − Tr (2)

where Ti is the completion time of the Interference Task and Tr is the completion time of
the Reading Task.

3. Results
It is practically meaningful to evaluate the frame loss effects by considering the differ‑

ences between loss‑free mode and loss‑induced modes (i.e., the loss‑induced differences)
as well as the differences across different frame loss‑induced modes (described as the
mode‑dependent differences).

To compare the changes in SIE values induced by four frame loss‑induced modes,
Figure 5 presents four differential lines illustrating themean value of additional SIE among
four frame loss‑induced modes (v1 to v4) against the baseline v0. Table 1 displays the
means and standard deviations (SD) of additional SIE for loss‑induced modes at each spe‑
cific frame loss rate.
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(loss‑free mode v0) across different frame loss rates.

Table 1. The means and standard deviations (SD) of additional SIE against v0 for four loss‑induced
modes (v1 to v4) at each specific frame loss rate.

Frame Loss Rate 3% 4% 5% 7.5% 10% 12.5% 15% 17.5% 20%

Means/(s) 0.59 1.14 2.82 4.36 5.26 7.15 8.74 11.14 11.75

SD/(s) 0.24 0.34 0.42 0.24 0.74 1.06 1.33 2.11 2.26

Firstly, as observed in Figure 5, there is a monotonic growth in additional SIE across
all modes with the rise in frame loss rate. At most frame loss rates, mode v2 (monocular
double‑view) consistently acquires the highest additional SIE value, indicating the most
significant impact on visual fatigue. In contrast, mode v3 (binocular single‑view) shows
the lowest value, suggesting the mildest impact under similar conditions. This result can
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primarily provide guidance that, for applications susceptible to unavoidable frame loss
rates, mode v3 (binocular single‑view) is recommended to minimize the risk of visual fa‑
tigue, whereas mode v2 (monocular double‑view) should be avoided.

Further, three distinct stages of frame loss rates seem to be observed in Figure 5. Ini‑
tially, at 3% and 4% frame loss rates, the additional SIE for four modes remains minimal,
around 1s. However, within the frame loss rate from 5% to 10%, the additional SIE of
all modes begins to exceed 2 s and increase significantly. At a 10% frame loss rate, the
SD reaches 0.74, before which it fluctuates without significant increases and then grows
monotonically. Subsequently, the four lines begin to exhibit divergent growth, with mode
v2 showing the most pronounced increase and mode v3 the mildest.

To determine the statistical significance of the disparities observed across the stages, a
repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted for further data analysis.
ANOVA, a statistical method extensively utilized in human factors engineering, assesses
between‑group and within‑group variances to evaluate whether observed differences are
statistically significant rather than attributable to random variations, thereby enabling sta‑
tistically significant conclusions. Its variant, repeated measures ANOVA, is specifically
employed when the same subjects undergo multiple tests to analyze changes across these
conditions [26,27]. For our experiment, we considered the necessity of evaluating the same
group of subjects across varied conditions and ensuring the SIE data met parametric pre‑
requisites, including normal distribution, sphericity, and homogeneity of variances. Thus,
we opted for repeated measures ANOVA to examine the variance across different frame
loss modes at each frame loss rate.

Statistical analysis was conducted using IBM SPSS Statistics 27 software. The mean
SIE values and 95% confidence intervals (CIs) under five different frame loss modes at
each of the nine frame loss rates are shown to represent the data’s variability and reliabil‑
ity. Then, in the results of the repeatedmeasures ANOVA, three keymetrics are discussed.
(1) The F‑value quantifies the relative variance caused by different frame loss modes com‑
pared to random error. A higher F‑value indicates that the impacts of various frame loss
modes exhibit more significant distinctions. (2) The p‑value quantifies the statistical signif‑
icance, with thresholds represented by asterisks: p < 0.05 (marked as *) denotes significant
differences, p < 0.01 (marked as **) denotes highly significant differences, and p < 0.001
(marked as ***) denotes extremely significant differences. (3) The partial η2 value, which
quantifies the size of effects, indicates that higher values signify more substantial differ‑
ences or relationships between study variables. If significant mode differences at certain
frame loss rates are revealed using repeated measures ANOVA, further exploration is war‑
ranted through post hoc paired comparisons utilizing the least significant difference (LSD)
method. This yielded the mean differences (MD) among two frame loss modes and their
respective p‑values, affirming the statistical significance of the variations found. Figure 6
presents the mean SIE values and 95% CIs of 20 subjects under the five frame loss modes
at nine frame loss rates. The detailed repeated measures ANOVA results along with post
hoc results, are listed in Table 2.

As shown in Figure 6a,b, the SIE values for the five frame loss modes all show no
significant statistical differences at low frame loss rates of 3% (F = 0.570, p = 0.655, partial
η2 = 0.029) and 4% (F = 1.14, p = 0.341, partial η2 = 0.057), indicating that the loss‑induced
differences remain nonsignificant at these low frame loss rates. However, at a 5% frame
loss rate in Figure 6c, a turning point could be noticed, where significant differences begin
to emerge (F = 5.748, p = 0.002 **, partial η2 = 0.232). Furthermore, in Table 2, post‑hoc
paired comparison results show significant differences between each of the four frame
loss‑induced modes (v1 to v4) and the loss‑free mode (v0). The emergence of significant
differences marks the turning point where the loss‑induced differences in visual fatigue,
as reflected by SIE, become significant beyond a 4% frame loss rate, showing visible vi‑
sual fatigue difference between the loss‑free mode v0 and the loss‑inducedmodes v1 to v4.
The loss‑induced differences intensify as the frame loss rate increases to 7.5% and 10%, re‑
sulting in a concomitant rise in F‑values, p‑values, and partial η2‑values. Therefore, while
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the impact of frame loss on SIE is still negligible at lower rates of 3% and 4%, it becomes
substantial upon reaching 5%, thereby establishing 4% as a frame loss rate threshold for
significant loss‑induced Effect Differences.
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Figure 6. Bar charts comparing the mean values and 95% confidence intervals (CIs) of the Stroop in‑
terference effect (SIE) across five frame loss modes at nine different frame loss rates (Rloss) of 20 sub‑
jects, with statistical significance denoted by asterisks: * denotes significant differences, ** denotes
highly significant differences, and *** denotes extremely highly significant differences. Subfigures
(a–i) present the SIE at increasing frame loss rates of 3%, 4%, 5%, 7.5%, 10%, 12.5%, 15%, 17.5%, and
20% separately.

The mode‑dependent differences, which do not manifest at a 10% frame loss rate, are
revealed at 12.5% between frame loss‑induced modes v2 and v3 (MD = 2.52, p = 0.016 *),
as shown in Figure 6e,f. Larger mode‑dependent differences appear at a 15% frame loss
rate, where the differences reach statistical significance between v1 and v2 (MD = −1.95,
p = 0.035 *), v2 and v3 (MD = 3.22, p = 0.003 **). At 17.5% and 20% frame loss rates, signifi‑
cant differences are observed in four (v1–v2, v2–v3, v2–v4, v3–v4) and five (v1–v2, v1–v3,
v2–v3, v2–v4, v3–v4) comparison pairs of loss‑induced modes, respectively. This trend
highlights increasingmode‑dependent differences. Consequently, 10% can be regarded as
the second frame loss rate threshold for significant mode‑dependent differences, beyond
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which the necessity to consider the different impacts of various frame loss‑induced modes
is indicated.

Table 2. Analysis results from repeated measures ANOVA and post‑hoc comparisons on the SIE
value across different frame loss modes at increasing frame loss rates. The repeated measures
ANOVA results delineate F‑values, p‑values, and partial η2 values to evaluate the significance of
differences in all frame loss modes. The p‑value quantifies the statistical significance, with thresh‑
olds represented by asterisks: p < 0.05 (marked as *) denotes significant differences, p < 0.01 (marked
as **) denotes highly significant differences, and p < 0.001 (marked as ***) denotes extremely signif‑
icant differences. Post hoc results, indicated by mean differences (MD) and p‑values, evaluate the
significance of pairwise comparison differences between two frame loss modes.

Frame Loss Rate Repeated Measures ANOVA
Results Post hoc Results

3%
F = 0.570
p = 0.655
partial η2 = 0.029

/

4%
F = 1.14
p = 0.341
partial η2 = 0.057

/

5%
F = 5.75
p = 0.002 **
partial η2 = 0.232

v0–v1: MD = 2.58, p = 0.001 **
v0–v3: MD = −2.40, p = 0.001 **

v0–v2: MD = −2.95, p = 0.003 **
v0–v4: MD = −3.35, p < 0.001 ***

7.5%
F = 8.76
p < 0.001 ***
partial η2 = 0.316

v0–v1: MD = −4.41, p < 0.001 ***
v0–v3: MD = −4.07, p < 0.001 ***

v0–v2: MD = −4.65, p < 0.001 ***
v0–v4: MD = −4.30, p < 0.001 ***

10%
F = 10.28
p < 0.001 ***
partial η2 = 0.351

v0–v1: MD = −5.31, p < 0.001 ***
v0–v3: MD = −4.44, p < 0.001 ***

v0–v2: MD = −6.21, p < 0.001 ***
v0–v4: MD = −5.10, p < 0.001 ***

12.5%
F = 22.36
p < 0.001 ***
partial η2 = 0.541

v0–v1: MD = −7.12, p < 0.001 ***
v0–v3: MD = −6.10, p < 0.001 ***
v2–v3: MD = 2.52, p = 0.016 *

v0–v2: MD = −8.62, p < 0.001 ***
v0–v4: MD = −6.77, p < 0.001 ***

15%
F = 71.29
p < 0.001 ***
partial η2 = 0.790

v0–v1: MD = −8.44, p < 0.001 ***
v0–v3: MD = −7.18, p < 0.001 ***
v1–v2: MD = −1.95, p = 0.035 *

v0–v2: MD = −10.39, p < 0.001 ***
v0–v4: MD = −8.97, p < 0.001 ***
v2–v3: MD = 3.22, p = 0.003 **

17.5%
F = 41.48
p < 0.001 ***
partial η2 = 0.686

v0–v1: MD = −10.54, p < 0.001 ***
v0–v3: MD = −8.69, p < 0.001 ***
v1–v2: MD = −3.20, p = 0.001 **
v3–v4: MD = −2.91, p = 0.009 **

v0–v2: MD = −13.73, p < 0.001 ***
v0–v4: MD = −11.60, p < 0.001 ***
v2–v3: MD = 5.05, p < 0.001 ***
v2–v4: MD = 2.13, p = 0.031 *

20%
F = 66.57
p < 0.001 ***
partial η2 = 0.778

v0–v1: MD = −11.44, p < 0.001 ***
v0–v3: MD = −9.13, p < 0.001 ***
v1–v2: MD = −3.22, p = 0.004 **
v2–v3: MD = 5.53, p < 0.001 ***
v3–v4: MD = −2.63, p = 0.016 *

v0–v2: MD = −14.66, p < 0.001 ***
v0–v4: MD = −11.76, p < 0.001 ***
v1–v3: MD = 2.31, p = 0.012 *
v2–v4: MD = 2.90, p = 0.019 *

The analysis indicates that in the bandwidth‑limited transmission where frame loss
occurs, optimizing the encoding and decoding of 3D video based on frame loss rate is fea‑
sible. Firstly, strategies should aim to keep the frame loss rate at or below 4% to ensure the
impact is negligible. If bandwidth allows for sustaining frame loss at this level, increasing
the number of viewpoints is feasible to enhance the 3D perceptual. Simultaneously, it is
advisable to refine the 3D video processing based on the varied impacts of different loss‑
inducedmodes and the interactions between views, placing emphasis onmodes such as v3.
This approach may help reduce viewer discomfort and preserve the viewing experience.
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4. Discussion and Summary
This study investigated the effects of frame loss on visual fatiguewithin SMVdisplays.

A total of 20 subjects were involved in the experimental process, where the Stroop test,
conducted via an SMV 3D display system, was used to assess visual fatigue across various
frame loss scenarios.

Regarding the frame loss rate, the results indicate a rise in visual fatigue in correlation
with increasing frame loss rates, with a threshold for significant loss‑induced differences
identified at 4%. Beyond this threshold, the effects of loss‑induced modes become more
significant compared to those of loss‑free mode. This aligns with prior studies [28,29],
which confirmed the relationship between higher frame loss rate and worse viewing ex‑
perience. Subsequently, the threshold for significant mode‑dependent differences can be
set at 10%, over which it becomes necessary to consider the different impacts of various
loss‑induced modes.

As for the frame loss modes, it was found that significant differences emerge between
monocular and binocular modes, as well as single‑view and dual‑viewmodes. The results
demonstrate that monocular modes induce greater visual fatigue than binocular modes.
Specifically, monocular v1 causes more visual fatigue in single‑view modes than binocu‑
lar v3. In dual‑viewmodes, monocular v2 has a more significant impact than binocular v4.
This phenomenon may be attributed to binocular rivalry [30,31], where the brain encoun‑
ters more challenges in processingmismatched visual information from both eyes, leading
to increased visual fatigue. In this case, frame loss introduces irregular flickering, resulting
in a noticeable disparity and rapid changes in luminance between the affected and unaf‑
fected eyes. Most subjects reportedmore discomfort in monocular modes, with symptoms
such as eye strain, dizziness, and a decline in responsiveness. Decreasing luminance in one
eye can significantly affect monocular performance in aspects such as visual acuity, con‑
trast sensitivity, and stereoacuity [32]. In 3D display, sensory fusion requires not only the
alignment of images on retinal areas but also their sufficient similarity in brightness; other‑
wise, it can lead to a decline in 3D perceptual ability [33]. In our experiment, the binocular
rivalry of luminance differences resulting from frame loss may be one of the causes influ‑
encing cognitive performance, thus leading to visual fatigue.

When comparing single‑view with dual‑view modes, the latter induced more visual
fatigue. For instance, in monocular conditions, dual‑view v2 causes greater visual fatigue
than single‑view v1, and similarly, in binocular conditions, dual‑view v4 also exceeds the
single‑view v3. This could result from dual‑viewmodes covering a larger pupil area, lead‑
ing to stronger visual perception. Subjects also reported a greater range and magnitude of
visual changes with dual‑view modes compared to single‑view.

Furthermore, visual fatigue might result from VAC induced by frame loss during 3D
video observation. Figure 7 illustrates the binocular viewing under conditions of frame
loss. AR and AL represent the potential accommodation distances for the right and left
eyes, respectively. In Figure 7a, no frame loss occurs, and all four views are received.
The accommodation distances for both eyes are aligned towards the displayed point P,
enabling VAC‑free observation. However, in Figure 7b, frame loss in one view of the left
eye might trigger a change to a 2D visual perception in the left eye due to only one view‑
point in this eye, causing the left eye to focus on the screen instead. This change could lead
to the focus mismatch between the left eye (on the screen) and the right eye (on the virtual
light spot P). Additionally, Figure 7c shows a scenario where the left eye experiences frame
loss in both views simultaneously and receives no images, resulting in an unknown focus
distance. The accommodation distance fluctuationswithin a single eye and inconsistencies
between the left and right eyes might be one of the causes of visual fatigue.

In summary, this research contributes to understanding visual fatigue in SMV 3D dis‑
play, emphasizing the importance of both frame loss rates and modes. Practical relation‑
ships are preliminarily established, which can inform future work on the design of SMV
display systems and refining 3D video encoding and decoding methods to reduce frame
loss effects and enhance the viewing experience.
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